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A management information system, or MIS, is an integrated,
n-ma chine system for providing information to support the
erations, management, and decision-making functions in an
ganization. This type of system utilizes computer hardware
.d software, manual procedures, management and decision models,
d a data base. The payoff for Implementation of such a system
es in the improved efficiency by reducing cost, turnaround
me, and by replacing clerical personnel. The rapid availability
' reports, data, and decision models should also improve manage-
nt and decision-making capabilities. Despite these benefits,
e incorporation of the latest computer technologies into tne
med Forces of the United States has been slow. This has been
.storically attributed to cost and the complex acquisition
ocess {l] ,
Today, rapid changes in computer technology are permitting
iw cost access to models, systems and data bases through the
-e of interactive terminals. The acquisition process is also
ing streamlined. As these facilities become cheaper, more
.exible, and more powerful, they open up new opportunities for
te services to use computers to assist in the management of
teir forces as well as supporting the decision process. One
.gnificant new development sparked by the latest technology
i the availability of material and methods for more personalized
rstems. A manager now has a variety of building blocks which

e can use to make the resulting system his, under his own
ontrol, and tailored to his needs and convenience. This
ontrasts completely with the late 1960's when the tools were
lumsy, monolithic, expensive, and accessible only through
entralized electronic data processing units. Examples of these
ew building blocks and some of their applications are:
ardware
1. General purpose time-sharing systems - Permit easy access
o substantial computer power; allow faster development of
ystems, with closer involvement between technical specialist
nd manager.
2. Graphic terminals - Provide effective means for presenting
arge volumes of data in a meaningful format.
3. Desk-top or micro-computers - Provide inexpensive, person-
lized, and easily transported tools that may become as indis-
ensable as pocket calculators.
4. Telecommunication networks - Extend the computer from
number-crunching" and data processing to message sending and
ata sharing; provide mutual access to information among decen-
ralized organizational units.
oftware
1. Data-base management systems - Extend range of information
hat can be collected; allow better access to existing data files;
How answers to relatively complex questions.
2. Specialized simulation and application languages - Reduce





3. Application "packages" - Permit off-the-shelf installa-
.on of systems especially designed for particular types of
^plication by parameter specification and thus fitting users'
teds, background, and skills (30.
Although there are several ongoing efforts to exploit recent
(Chnology, those most closely associated with the topic at hand
m be represented within the Air Force, Tactical Air Command
'AC). TAC, through the Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC)
icated at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, has been introducing
variety of new concepts into the intelligence arena during the
larterly Blue Flag training exercises. Three such concepts are
1. Combat Information Processing Van (CIPV) - An automated
issage handling system to process incoming intelligence reports
id route each quickly to an appropriate analyst.
2. Dynamic Force Analysis (DFA) - A computer-based system
tich analyzes sensor derived data by autocorrelation functions,
td presents the results to the monitor in a graphic/line print
>rmat.
3. Display and Control/Storage and Retrieval Equipment
(scription (DC/SR) - A computerized mobile system designed to
ihance the capability of analysts to evaluate, correlate,
)llate, display, store, retrieve, produce, and disseminate
itelligence to a tactical commander, staff and subordinate
lits. The major functions of the DC/SR are:
a. Segment management (including log/journal functions)
b. Operational intelligence analysis
c. Data base maintenance
11

d. Defense situation analysis, target assessment and
)jective planning
e. Target data analysis, target development and
laponeering
f. Basic intelligence/summary reporting Qf]
.
It is the purpose of this thesis to further emulate an
>plication of computer technology within the operational field
' intelligence. The major objective is to provide and demon-
irate the concept of integrating many of the previously mentioned
lilding blocks into a battle management information system on
le enemy threat to friendly air operations. The system will
traonstrate: message handling, data manipulation, threat assess-





II. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
TACTICAL AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
Intelligence activities supporting the conduct of tactical
r operations within a given theater headquarters, i.e.,
iropean Numbered Allied Tactical Air Force level or Tactical
.r Control Center, can be categorized into two basic areas:
rget Intelligence, and Operational and Estimate Intelligence.
Target intelligence is primarily concerned with the identi-
.cation of targets for immediate and long term strike as well
: restrike. These responsibilities require an extensive data-
se of target development data, a close liaison with current
>erations and current plans to determine the availability of
.rcraft and ordnance loads, and an accurate assessment of the
iveloping threat situation. Although this area of intelligence
; not specifically addressed by this thesis demonstration,
iture applications within this area are foreseen.
Operational and Estimate Intelligence activities are the
•imary areas of interest with regard to this thesis. The
isociated activities within these areas include:
1. Monitor and analyze intelligence data contained in
itelligence documents and incoming reports for new developments
ilch could affect tactical air operations.
2. Prepare intelligence assessments, reports, and briefings
icessary to keep the Commander and his Staff, Air Force Component
sadquarters units, and appropriate higher and lateral headquarters
iforraed of the current enemy air, ground, and naval situation.
13

3. Maintain a detailed research/reference library on the
>erformance and characteristics of all communist weapons and
control and support systems posing a potential threat, regardless
>f service allocation.
4. Prepare operational estimates for specific targeting and
>ther operational purposes.
I. FLOW OF INTELLIGENCE DATA/INFORMATION [Figure l]
Intelligence data and information utilized by the intelligence
;actical community enters the Operational and Estimate Intelli-
;ence section from three primary sources. These sources include:
1. Communications Center - is the central receiving point
'or the bulk of incoming message traffic. Routine intelligence
lessages up through the Top Secret level are normally received
;hrough the communications distribution system. Inputs to the
:ommunications teletype system are made from all levels of
:ommand.
2. "Back Channel" - intelligence activities normally require
;he support of sensitive intelligence. For such cases, a commun-
.cation network has been established to transmit, receive and
Lisseminate sensitive intelligence. These channels have been
solloquially referred to as "back channel". This data although
landled separately, may parallel the communications center
channels or can be received directly into the intelligence center.
Fnique intelligence collection systems may also have a near real
;ime capability directly to the concerned intelligence area. Due
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equired security procedures, it has not been further exploited
s part of this work.
3. Research/reference material - various intelligence
ocuments and articles are kept on hand as reference materials
or support of intelligence analysis. Such materials are
ormally received from higher headquarters in hard copy, organ-
cally developed as part of research and planning, or extracted
rom publications. Information of this type is of the long
ange nature. Dissemination is frequently via the U.S. Postal
ervice or the Armed Forces Courier Service (ARFCOS). Normally,
f the data has a significant and continuous impact on the
ntelligence operations, special extracts cf the pertinent
nformation will be transcribed onto appropriate quick reference
harts, maps, tables, etc.
Once the intelligence data is received within the Operational
nd Estimate section of intelligence, assigned personnel evaluate
he new information in light of the existing data and make the
ppropriate changes to the enemy air, ground, and naval situation,
he new assessment is then used for three broad purposes: Action,
pdate of the Situation, and Reporting.
1. Action - If the new information impacts significantly on
urrent operations, it is used for immediate action. Such action
ould be the generation of a warning of impending enemy attack
eport, identification of targets for immediate strike or recon-
aissance, or provision to alter or modify the daily attack plan
Fragmentation Order or FRAG).
16

2. Update of the Situation - All newly acquired Intelli-
snce data is logged into the intelligence section and used to
pdate the appropriate areas. Key information and the current
rders of battle are maintained on charts and map displays. A
sdundancy in wall displays is typically three fold due to the
squirement to present the identical data to the Combat Staff -
Dr current intelligence decisions; to the Operational Intelli-
2nce - for future reference, analysis and reporting requirements;
id to the Targets section - for target development and planning
orposes.
3. Reports/Planning - Operational and Estimate Intelligence
3 tasked with disseminating the threat assessment and the
arious enemy orders of battle to internal staff agencies,
Dmponent headquarters units, and appropriate higher and lateral
sadquarters. The reports can be of an immediate nature such as
voice intelligence report (INTREP) or of a routine nature such
3 the daily intelligence summary (INTSUM) . The reported data
3 utilized by the receiving agencies for planning and informa-
Lon purposes.
. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM
Operational and Estimate intelligence activities, as previously
ndicated, demand responses throughout the entire time spectrum.
b would thus seem appropriate to discuss the time constraints
id their Impact on intelligence operations:
1. Current/Operational intelligence is of particular signi-
Lcance and importance to the air commander In executing tactical
17

Lr operations. This category of intelligence is highly event-
riented, providing immediate situation reports or action on a
road range of subjects and activities of interest to the tactical
Dnsumer. The need for timeliness of reporting generally pre-
Ludes detailed evaluation or interpretation of the intelligence
a ta
.
The time sensitivity problem within this area is generally
:centuated by the present manual methods for handling and
Lssemination of the day-to-day message traffic within a given
rganization. The present system is plagued by several man-
jnerated queuing problems. Examples start with the runner
astern for delivering messages according to a time schedule and
ctend into the message preparation, coordination, and trans-
Lssion procedures. It can be further stated that as tensions
Lse, message flow requirements expand and eventually exceed the
^stem's handling capability. Automation of message handling has
sen adopted at various higher levels of command; however, within
le time sensitive tactical air operations area, message handling
itomation remains in the test bed status.
2. Estimative intelligence falls at the opposite end of the
Lme spectrum. Although it feeds on current intelligence, a
snsiderable amount of additional time needs to be devoted to
le analytical process - analysis, integration, correlation,
/nthesis, evaluation and assessment. The end product should be
predictive judgement on a probable course of action by a
Dtential enemy. These intelligence estimates will establish




The time sensitive problem in this area is normally an
stension of the current intelligence problem. As current
ntelligence functions start to get heavily taxed, the typical
Dlution i3 the gradual shift of one's resources towards maximum
ffort to the problem at hand. These brush fire tactics frequently
snerate future planning problems at the expense of analysis.
ius, the time factor associated with a limited number of per-
Dnnel generates management problems within the intelligence
rea
.
Adding to the time problem is the requirement to maintain
irrent and accurate intelligence data for reference and research
arposes. These tasks include the updating and display of the
3rious orders of battle throughout the intelligence operating
reas. The redundancy in wall displays, referenced earlier, is
anpower and time consuming, and lends to a potential area for
cror. The extra time and manpower could be better utilized for
^search and analysis of the on-going threat.
3. Finally, there is the universal problem of reporting in a
Lmely and accurate manner. Having survived the delays in the
aceipt of data and having conquered the bookkeeping and analysis
3sk, one is now faced with transmitting the estimate product.
The first hurdle encountered is the requirement to stand-
rdize the time coverage of the day-to-day reports and messages,
le effective time on all messages for the organization are
/pically made to coincide with key briefing requirements within
ne organization or at higher levels. This requirement once again
snerates queuing problems as one competes within the organization
19

3 get all his reports/messages coordinated and transmitted on
Lme. Aggravating the problem is the extensive time required to
paftj type and retype the same message /re port. Once completed,
le message is further subjected to the previously discussed
jmmunica tions center problems, not to mention the task of
^typing for teletype transmission.
In summation, the Operational and Estimate intelligence
jtivities are sensitive across the entire time spectrum. The
Lming factor is particularly sensitive within the Current/
perational intelligence areas where intelligence managers fre-
lently are forced to reallocate manpower and tasks in order to
iequately satisfy the requirements at hand. These problems
fpically spill over into the Estimates intelligence activities.
ceding the overall time shortage problem is the current commun-
:ations handling and dissemination methods, intelligence book-
seping methods, message preparation techniques, and reporting
squireraents. It appears certain that neither time nor manpower
Lll expand in the near future. Utilization of the present
tate-of-the-art automation technology can however help to
Liminate many of our timing problems and stimulate a more
fficient management of the data and available work force.
. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
Having experienced the time and manpower sensitive require-
snts of the tactical intelligence field and having been recently
sposed to the latest developments in computer technology, it is
ae intent of this writer to demonstrate an application of this
omputer technology within the operational field of tactical air
20

intelligence. The demonstration is not to represent the optimum
tilization of the hardware and software presented; but rather,
o merely illustrate how the state-of-the-art concepts can be
pplied to the discussed tactical problem areas.
This demonstration will emphasize the human interface capa-
ilities with a structured data base query system. The data
ase is representative of those Warsaw Pact forces envisioned to
ppose the United States Air Force and our North Atlantic Treaty
rganizatlon (NATO) allies within the European Theater. Two
ajor classes of records are depicted:
1. Dynamic records (Aircraft, iMissiles, Radars, and Ships),
hich have static properties such as name, type/model, class,
ountry; and dynamic properties such as position, bearing, speed
nd range capability.
2. Static records (Airfields and Ports), with only static
haracteristics such as position, country, name, runway length
nd status.
A scenario of data base inquiry (query) and management was
hosen from the tactical air force command and control environ-
ent. The format for the commands will approach that of a
tructured subset of English to simulate the natural use of
nglish in the Air Force intelligence context while providing
ufficient structure (through use of prompting) that the user
hould never be uncertain of what inputs the computer requires
ext.
The overall demonstration will be primarily directed towards
he Air Force intelligence field - Operational and Estimate, and
21

ts capability to rapidly present, update and assess the air
ireat. However, other applications are foreseen in such areas
3 Targets Intelligence and Force Status.
The data base query system will be coupled with a rapid
»ssage preparation and handling system which will demonstrate





BASIC WORKSTATION AND ASSOCIATED HARDWARE
This chapter presents a brief description of the hardware
jmponents supporting Query AF. The term "workstation" has been
iopted to represent the collection of terminal equipraent/hard-
are tools utilized by a Query AF user as part of his interface
Lth NLS (oNLine System). The workstation environment consists
C a standard keyboard with Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), a line
:ocessor, and a standard graphics display terminal.
The workstation is connected to the host computer from the
Lne processor via the ARPANET.
A diagramatic description of the hardware is presented in
Lgure 2. For specific details on individual hardware components,
sference should be made to the appropriate remaining sections of
lis chapter.
.
HOST COMPUTER - PDP-10
The host computer system utilized to support the Query AF
rograra was the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) system. This
3 a general purpose, stored program computing system that includes
t least one PDP-10 central processor, a memory with error-checking
apability, and a variety of peripheral equipment. Each central
rocessor is the control unit for an entire large-scale subsystem,
a which it is connected by buses to random access storage modules
id peripheral equipment, some of which may be shared with other
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overns all peripheral equipment, either directly or indirectly,
squences the program, and performs all arithmetic, logical and
ata handling operations.
Three types of PDP-10 central processors are the KL 10, the
I 10, and the KA 10. Query AF working in NLS (oNLine System)
an run on all three processors. All the processors handle words
f thirty-six bits stored in a memory whose maximum capacity
spends upon the physical addressing capability of the processor.
owever, the physical capacity of the memory is not particularly
slevant to a Query AF user as these processors are structured
o operate in a sophisticated virtual memory environment. The
undamental virtual address is thirty bits, although no present
rocessor is capable of using all of them. The virtual memory
pace is divided into sections of 256K each, whose locations are
pecified by the right eighteen address bits. Paging hardware
urther divides each section into 512 pages of 512 locations
ach. The actual size of the virtual address space for a given
rocessor depends on how many out of the twelve possible section




KL10 KL10 KI10 KA10
hysical address (no. of bits) 22 22 22 18
hysical memory capacity 4096K 4096K 4096K 256K
(no. of locations)
ection bits Implemented 5
umber of sections 32 111
irtual address (no. of bits) 23 18 18 18
irtual address space 8192K 256K 256K 256K




1. What is the ARPANET?
The ARPANET is an operational, resource sharing, host-
bo-host network linking a wide variety of computers at research
centers sponsored by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and other DoD and non-DoD activities in continental
Jnited States, Hawaii, Norway, and England.
The ARPANET originated as a purely experimental network
Ln late 19^9 under a research and development program sponsored
Dy DARPA to advance the state-of-the-art in computer internetting.
rhe network was designed to provide efficient communications
between heterogeneous computers so that hardware, software, and
lata resources could be conveniently and economically shared by
i wide community of users. As the network successfully attained
Lts initial design goals, additional users were authorized access
to the network. Today, the ARPANET provides support for a large
lumber of DoD and non-DoD government projects with an operational
network of many nodes and host computers.
Following the successful accomplishment of initial ARPANET
iesign goals and the expansion of the network, it was considered
appropriate to transfer the responsibility for operation of the
\RPANET from DARPA to the Defense Communications Agency (DCA).
En July 1975j the DCA became the operational manager of the
\RPANET £5J.
2. Brief Description of the ARPANET.
The ARPANET is an operational, computerized, packet
switching DoD digital network which provides a capability for
26

srminals or geographically separated computers, called hosts,
o communicate with each other. The host computers often differ
rom one another in type, speed, word length, operating system,
rid other characteristics. Each terminal of a host computer is
onnected into the network through a small local node computer
ailed an Interface Message Processor (IMP) or Terminal Inter-
ace Processor (TIP). The complete network: is formed by inter-
connecting the IMPs and TIPs through wideband communication
ines (normally 50,000 bits per second) supplied by common
arriers. Figure 3 illustrates an example of geographic coverage
y the ARPANET.
Each node is programmed to receive and forward messages
o the neighboring nodes in the network. During a typical
peration, a host passes a message to its node; the message is
assed from node to node through the network until it finally
rrives at the destination IMP, which in turn passes it along to
be destination host. This process normally takes less than
50 milliseconds.
Users of the ARPANET may access local or distant SERVER
oraputers (hosts) over the network. They may also exchange
essages, create realtime links .between users, transfer files
rom one computer to another, and submit batch jobs to distant
omputers \jQ
.
3. Utilization of the ARPANET.
The ARPANET was utilized within the context of this work
o demonstrate the capability for geographically separated military
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communicate, computer to computer, with each other. This
pability is particularly important considering the computers
cated throughout a theater of operation may well differ from
e another in type, speed, word length, operating system, etc.
LINE PROCESSOR
The line processor is a microcomputer device residing in the
ansmission line between the display terminals and the main
mputer. Since it has processing capabilities, it can appear
the main computer as almost any kind of terminal. It performs
1 necessary line protocol and communication supervision.
The line processor was developed by the Augmentation Research
nter (ARC) of Stanford Research Institute as a microcomputer-
sed device that makes any of a class of alphanumeric display
rminals useful as a high quality two-dimensional interactive
rkstation. These workstations serve ARC'S Interactive informa-
on manipulation system, NLS (oNLine System).
The line processor as developed by ARC supports a mouse
inting/cursor device and a five-finger keyset, and requires
hardware modifications either to the display terminal or to
e main computer. Within the operational context of this
esis, the mouse and keyset were not utilized. Although the
naraic flexibility of the line processor originates from these
ro devices, they are primarily designed as hardware tools to
iteract with the software program NLS. Since Query AF is a
.nal product working under NLS but not requiring all NLS display
mctions, these devices (the mouse and keyset) have been
29

irainated. It should be noted however that both devices were
quired for the development of Query AF on NLS.
The line processor is utilized as part of the Query AF
rdware primarily in support of the graphics display terminal.
e Display Manipulation protocols are sent by the applications
ogram to the Line Processor to change the graphics display
age. It does not affect the graphics display terminal directly,
.t is translated by the microcomputer into the Terminal Function
otocol.
The display manipulation protocol is designed to work with
y alphanumeric terminal with cursor control and line editing
notions such as delete line and insert line.
The line processor "talks" to the display terminals in the
rminal function protocol. This is defined by the terminal
nufacturer and usually consists of ASCII control codes, or
quences of control codes, interspersed with ASCII text to be
itten on the display screen.
The line processor workstation serves as both a timesharing
stem typewriter terminal and an applications system display
.tput terminal. Hence, there are potentially two streams of
.tput going from the main computer to the line processor on the
me communications line: the display manipulation protocol,
id the teletypewriter terminal output that the timesharing
stem or applications programs send. The teletypewriter output
>uld be generated if the user was using the terminal as a type-
'iter terminal, or if the user received an error message or
•me type of system-wide message. These two streams of output
30

displayed in a TTY-simulation area. This means that the
typewriter output is not scrambled in with the display
ut, but it is scrolled -- teletypewriter fashion — in a
1 portion of the screen. The applications program has
rol over the size and location of the TTY-simulation area
7).
If a user opts to use Query AF without the support of a
hies display, the line processor can be eliminated.
CRT - DATAMEDIA VIDEO TERMINAL
The specific Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) utilized with the described
station is optional. The limiting factor is a video terminal
h is a stand-alone separable terminal containing an alpha-
ric display, keyboard, storage, control logic and an asyn-
nous communications interface. Datamedia has produced a
ety of these terminals which are in use with this type of
station.
A Datamedia Elite 1520A is a specific example of a useable
inal with the Query AF setup. In addition to the above
bilities, it has the following features:
let operation
iting plus roll mode
to 96OO Baud
characters per line






dular construction to facilitate maintenance





STANDARD GRAPHICS DISPLAY TERMINAL - TEKTRONIX 4014
The Tektronix 4014 is a storage tube graphics display system.
t has as its display medium a 19 inch flicker-free storage tube.
lso associated with the 4014 is a standard ASCII keyboard, a
st of thumb wheels and a joystick. The latter two devices can
b used for positioning a display cursor, thus allowing a user
d input graphics information "through the display".
The 4014 has several modes of operation, some of which
nclude: alphanumeric, vector, incremental plot, and dashed
p dotted vector. The Query AF program does not utilize the
icremental plot mode of operation.
Specific Tektronix capabilities include:
Lsplay medium - Direct View Bi-Stable Storage CRT
Lsplay area - 15 inches (38.1cra) wide by 11 inches (27.9cm) high
Dur Alphanumeric Mode Formats
1. 74 Characters per line with 35 lines per disolay
2. 81 " " " " 38
3. 121 " " " " 58
4. 133 " " " " 84
Lpha -numeric cursor - 7x9 dot pulsating cursor
2ctor drawing time is 5000 inches per second
Drraal graphics - 1024(X) by 1024 (Y) addressable points










The software description chapter specifically addresses the
)ftware packages utilized by the Query AF user. A unique layering
subset effect is involved among the various programs. The
jspective programs are briefly discussed in decending order with
le software first encountered being discussed first. Query AF,
irt E, is discussed in considerable detail.
TENEX
TENEX is the time-sharing operating system on ARC'S Digital
juipment Corporation PDP-10. The NL3 (including Query AF)
'Ograra runs as a subsystem of TENEX. Figure 4 illustrates the
jS - TENEX relationship.
TENEX offers the user three distinct facilities. First,
CNEX contains a number of subsystem entities, each of which does
particular job. Some subsystems, such as NLS provide complete
imputation services, are highly self-contained, and require little
lowledge of the remainder of TENEX or of the PDP-10 computer.
:her subsystems do specific jobs such as editing or compilation,
^e typically used together with other subsystems, and require
f the user more complete knowledge of TENEX.
Distinct from its subsystems, TENEX offers an entity, known
i a virtual computer, that gives the user a vehicle for running
achine language programs. This entity is termed a "computer"
»cause it has all the appearance of a piece of computing hard-
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applied by the system software that controls and drives TENEX.
i particular, the virtual computer provides what appears to be
more powerful core memory structure and input-output system
lan actually exists in the PDP-10 hardware. The language of
ie TENEX virtual computer contains a subset of the PDP-10 machine
anguage, together with a series of calls on the TENEX software
fstem, known as "JSYS's".
The third facility offered by TENEX is a file system that
Lso provides access to and control over the various input and
ltput devices in the system. TENEX files can be kept on disk,
agnetic tape, and DECtape. The paper tape reader and punch and
ie line printer are also treated as files, and terminals can,
F desired, be accessed through the file system. The ARPA
atwork connections also look like files to the user JJ9J.
.
NLS (oNLine System)
NLS is a sophisticated modular software system originally
sveloped at Stanford Research Institute, but now supported and
ider continuing development by TYMSHARE Corporation. NLS allows
reation, storage, retrieval, processing, and transfer of text
? other symbolic material. This material can be extensively
anipulated online, and can be input and output in various forms.
The system provides a basic "intellectual workshop" for
Lanning, communication, and coordination. The structural tree-
Lke nodes in an NLS file point to a list of properties which
Dntain data. The most common property type is textual, but
bher types are graphical, numerical and specially formatted data
Locks used by particular application packages. The files can
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so contain inter- and intra file links betxveen nodes that allow
e user's view to move either down through a tree or along links.
5 is structured in a modular fashion so that new tools can
sily be added, and also so that NLS modules can run on other
mputers in the ARPANET and still communicate with NLS at
anford Research Institute's Augmentation Research Center (ARC),
mmands to the various modules can enter the system from online
nsoles or from control files.
Programming languages are available that take source code
rectly from NLS structured files for use in the creation of the
dules [5J.
NLS is the principle software system supporting Query AF'.
e NLS system runs as a subsystem to TENEX, the time-sharing
stem on ARC'S Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10. The PDP-10
s connected to the ARPA network, the means by which user inter-
ce was made. NLS, as utilized in this thesis was architecturally
de up of two parts. The frontend of NLS deals with the user
.terface and was written in Command Meta Language (CML). The
ckend of NLS handles the execution functions and was written
.
L10 language. The NLS software environment is illustrated
. Fig. 4.
L-10 (LANGUAGE 10)
Language 10 (for DEC-10), a special-purpose, ALGOL-like
mpiler for generating NLS programs on the DEC-10. It contains
gh level features for operation such as string analysis and
nipulation which are implemented in the language as calls on
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.brary routines. L-10 has basic constructs such as local
iriables and fields. The L-10 compiler was written using the
impiler-compiler system called Tree Meta \VJ . L-10 was utilized
> handle the execution functions within the backend of NLS as
til as the parts of the frontend which are not written in CML.
CML (COMMAND META LANGUAGE)
The Command Meta Language, a high level, formal language,
i designed especially for implementing user command languages
>r interactive systems. Its flexible and straight-forward
>nventions allow the programmer to create a consistent and
iherent user interface across applications programs or "tools".
It provides the means to easily create, change, and experi-
mt with the user interface to an interactive tool. Commands
railable to the user and the interaction methodology and tech-
.ques used to specify commands are manipulated independently,
langes in command words, command word structure, prompts, and
)ise words are simply made, usually requiring little more than
ivial edits to the CML program [lo)
.
CML was the language used to write the grammars defining the
ler interface in the NLS frontend.
QUERY AF
1. Introduction
Query AF is a self-documenting demonstration of the human
iter face capabilities with a structured database by means of
<S. A scenario of database inquiry (query) and management was
tosen as a typical example from the Air Force tactical
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telligence (Operational and Estimate) and command and control
vironraent. The format for the commands approach that of a
ructured subset of English to simulate the natural use of the
5lish language in the Air Force intelligence context while
Dviding sufficient structure (through the use of prompting)
at the user will never be uncertain of what inputs the computer
quires next. In this way, the human interface is accomodated
ading to increased user acceptance.
2. Background
Query AF is an Air Force intelligence oriented extension
the Query3 program. The program was initiated and developed
part of the requirements for a Master of Science degree at
* Naval Postgraduate School. Guidance and support was contri-
ted by the Naval Ocean Systems Center while key programming
3 accomplished through TYMSHARE, Inc.
Query3 program itself represented a logical growth from
2 Query2 and original Query program. Query3 like its prede-
3sors was highly Navy oriented with the use of 30 commands to
nipulate a dynamic database of over 500 ships, a few airplanes,
i 130 ports spread over two oceans. Query AF represents an
tension more applicable to the tactical Air Force intelligence
tuation. Query3 commands have largely been retained but
Driented. In contrast to Query3 ' s hemispheric databases,
ary AF has restricted its database to portions of the Southern
a;ion of Europe including North Africa. The QueryAF database
presents examples of the Warsaw Pact forces envisioned to
pose the United States Air Force and our North Atlantic Treaty
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ganization (NATO) allies within this area of interest. The
tabase includes 310 airfields, over 2,000 aircraft, 200 missile
tes, 66 ports, and 40 radar sites.
3. Database Content
The database consists of two general types of records:
a. Static Records:
Static records, i.e. PORTS and AIRFIELDS, have only
atic characteristics such as name, flag, status, position,
ass and in the case of airfields, runway length.
(1) Ports
The port database centers around Italy and
eludes ports from adjacent Mediterranean littoral countries.
Listings of major naval bases in the appropriate
entries was extracted from the Almanac of World Military Power
y . Geographic coordinates were obtained from Jet Navigation
ps and the McGraw-Hill International Atlas. Depicted ports
b listed in Appendix A.
(2) Airfields
The airfield database focuses on the NATO
intry Italy, located in the Southern Region of NATO. Warsaw
sfc countries represented include Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
ngary, Romania and selected portions of the Soviet Union. In
iition, the countries of Albania, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, and
goslavia have been included.
Airfields within the Soviet Union were selected
Dm only the southwestern portion of the country. Specifically,
airfields were selected north of 51 degrees north latitude
east of 35 degrees east longitude.
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Airfields within the above mentioned countries,
ving at least one runway in excess of 4,000 feet in length,
ve been included in the database. Contributing sources include
e Almanac of World Military Power 111], Armed Forces of the
rid [12/, Jet Navigation Charts (JNC), and the DoD Flight
formation Publication (terminal) Low Altitude Europe, North
rica, and Middle East, Vol. 1 and 2 [13] provided by the
fense Mapping Agency (DMA).
Airfield runway length data for airfields not
sted within the DMA terminal publication was estimated by
mparison calculations. Runway length measurements were made
ten DMA listed airfields from a JNC. The total DMA listed
nway lengths were then divided by the total map measured lengths
us providing a constant for future estimate calculations, i.e.,
map measured unit = X feet of actual runway length. Spot checks
th other known runway lengths proved this to be a sufficiently
curate estimate. Depicted airfields are listed in Appendix 3.
b. Dynamic Records:
Dynamic records such as AIRCRAFT, NAVAL VESSELS,
SSILES, and RADARS are relocatable and have a mixture of both
atic and dynamic characteristics. Examples of static charac-
ristics include name, flag, type, category, and class. Dynamic
aracteristics include operational control assignment, position,
aring, speed, and range capabilities.
The database within this area represents examples
the Warsaw Pact forces envisioned to oppose the United States
r Force and our NATO allies within the Southern Region of
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rope. All facts and figures are unclassified; as such, they
not necessarily represent the absolute characteristic or
rformance capability of the respective platform. Support data
d facts were extracted from and represent a composite picture
om the following sources: Janes All The World Aircraft [j.4j,
nes Weapon Systems [15] , Janes Fighting Ships [loj, Gallery
Soviet Aerospace Weapons JjL7/ and the Armies of the Warsaw
ct Nations Q.8J . The above referenced documents plus World
mbat Aircraft Directory |l9j were used as a guide to seed the
tabase. Specific examples of the data used are in Appendix C.
4. Definitions of Air Force and QueryAF Terms
For the benefit of the users, definitions of some terms
levant to the Query AF task domain are included here:
a. Category - A functional classification assigned to
platform to indicate its use. Examples include:
(1.) BOMBER - BHC,BHD,BHN,BMC,BMD,BMN,BLC,BLD,BLN
(2.) CARRIER - CV,CVN,CVA,CVAN
3. CRUISER - CA,CG,CGN,CHG,CLG,CLGN
4.) DESTROYER - DD,DDG
5. FRIGATE - FF,FFG
6. FIGHTER - FDA,FDC,FDT,FTM
7. FIGHTER BOMBER - FGC,FGD,FGN, FGT, FTM
8.) HELICOPTER - HHC , HLA , HLC , HMA , HMC
9. MISSILE - AAM, ASM, ATM, FROG, SAM, SSM
10.) RADAR - EW,GCI
11.) RECONNAISSANCE /ECM - BHR,BHE,3MR, 3ME, 3LR,BLE,EWR, FTR,
FTE,THE,TME,TLE
12.) TRAINER - BMT,FDT,FGT, FTT
13
.
) TRANS PORT - THC , TLC , TMC
b. Name - In the case of a naval vessel it can be a
ecific name designated for the vessel. In most cases involving
rcraft, missiles and radars, it will represent the NATO code-
me for the system or the appropriate abbreviation.
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c. Type - Is a subset of CATEGORY. It more specifically
dresses the mission responsibilities of the platform as well
indicating some of its general capabilities. For example,
e aircraft category FIGHTER indicates an interceptor role
ile the type FDA denotes it is a defensive fighter with all-
ather capability.
Specific examples of the type codes utilized with
ery AF and their brief description are:
PE
DE DESCRIPTION
N - AIR TO AIR MISSILE
M - AIR TO SURFACE MISSILE
M - ANTI TANK MISSILE
C - BOMBER HEAVY CONVENTIONAL
D - BOMBER HEAVY DUAL CAPABLE (NUC & CON)
E - BOMBER HEAVY ECM
N - BOMBER HEAVY NUCLEAR
R - BOMBER HEAVY RECONNAISSANCE
C - BOMBER LIGHT CONVENTIONAL
D - BOMBER LIGHT DUAL CAPABLE (NUC & CON)
E - BOMBER LIGHT ECM
N - BOMBER LIGHT NUCLEAR
R - BOMBER LIGHT CONVENTIONAL
C - BOMBER MEDIUM CONVENTIONAL
D - BOMBER MEDIUM DUAL CAPABLE (NUC & CON)
E - BOMBER MEDIUM ECM
N - BOMBER MEDIUM NUCLEAR
R - BOMBER MEDIUM RECONNAISSANCE
T - BOMBER MEDIUM TRAINER
- HEAVY CRUISER
- GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER
N - NUC POWERED GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER
G - HELICOPTER CRUISER WITH GUIDED MISSILES
G - GUIDED MISSILE LIGHT CRUISER
GN - NUC POWERED GUIDED MISSILE LIGHT CRUISER
- AIRCRAFT CARRIER
N - NUC POWERED AIRCRAFT CARRIER
AN - NUC POWERED ATTACK AIRCRAFT CARRIER
- DESTROYER
G - GUIDED MISSILE FRIGATE
- EARLY WARNING RADAR
R - EARLY WARNING RECONNAISSANCE
A - FIGHTER DEFENSIVE ALL-WEATHER
T - FIGHTER DEFENSIVE TRAINER
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C - FIGHTER DEFENSIVE CLEAR-AIR-MASS
T - FIGHTER DEFENSIVE TRAINER
- FRIGATE
G - GUIDED MISSILE FRIGATE
C - FIGHTER GROUND ATTACK CONVENTIONAL
D - FIGHTER GROUND ATTACK DUAL CAPABLE (NUC & CON)
N - FIGHTER GROUND ATTACK NUCLEAR
T - FIGHTER GROUND ATTACK TRAINER
OG - FREE ROCKET OVER GROUND
E - FIGHTER TACTICAL ECM
M - FIGHTER TACTICAL MULTI-ROLE (AIR DEF & GND ATTACK)
R - FIGHTER TACTICAL RECONNAISSANCE
T - FIGHTER TACTICAL TRAINER
I - GROUND CONTROL INTERCEPT RADAR
C - HELICOPTER HEAVY CARGO
A - HELICOPTER LIGHT ATTACK
C - HELICOPTER LIGHT CARGO
A - HELICOPTER MEDIUM ATTACK
C - HELICOPTER MEDIUM CARGO
M - SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE
M - SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILE
C - TRANSPORT HEAVY CARGO
E - TRANSPORT HEAVY ECM
C - TRANSPORT LIGHT CARGO
E - TRANSPORT LIGHT ECM
C - TRANSPORT MEDIUM CARGO
E - TRANSPORT MEDIUM ECM
d. Class
A term applicable to dynamic enemy platforms that
re constructed to nearly identical specifications. Class is a











All members of the Foxbat A class will have essentially
e same dimensions, operational performance capabilities, and
rry the same armament. Appendix C provides a complete break
wn of all Query AF classes for the dynamic enemy platforms:
rcraft, naval vessel, radar, and missile.
^3

All dynamic friendly platforms have the class name
[ual to the type of platform. For example, a friendly aircraft
iuld have the class name aircraft, a friendly radar must have
le class name radar, etc. The class differentiation between
temy and friendly platforms is required to accommodate the
treat analysis algorithm.
Static friendly platforms, ports and airfields, also
quire a class designation in order to properly execute the
treat analysis algorithm. In this case, class does not infer
iat all ports and airfields are alike. A port's class is simply
irt and an airfield's class is airfield. Failure to enter the
.ass for a particular port or airfield will nullify threat
imputations against that particular static platform.
e. Course or Bearing
The direction in degrees (modulo 360) in which a
.atforra is traveling or pointed.
f. Flag Code
The Nationality of a platform is represented in the
.AG field of the platform record by a two letter code.

































[TED ]KINGDOM - UK




































K - UNITED KINGDOM
R - SOVIET UNION
S - UNITED STATES
U - YUGOSLAVIA
g. Latlong
A geographic position is entered into Query AF as
5 digits followed by N or S to represent latitude, followed
an optional slash, followed by 3-5 digits and E or W to
present longitude. N/S/E/W can be capitalized or not. Space
aracters must not be embedded in LATLONG. Failure to follow
is convention will result in rejection of the input and the
inting of an error message.
h. Operational Control
The operational control of the platform refers to
e unit or point from which the platform receives its orders.
ssiles and radars reference their assigned unit/sector
spectively, naval vessels reference a port if in port or the
rae of the commander if at sea, aircraft reference their opera-
onal airfield.
i. Platform
The atomic entity in the database. A platform can
either a Port, Airfield, a Naval Vessel, an Aircraft, a
ssile or a Radar.
j. Range
Range is measured in kilometers. Due to the varia-
on in type of platforms involved, range is separately defined
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r each. Naval vessel range is the maximum cruising distance
e vessel can travel unrefueled. Missile range is the maximum
stance the missile can travel and still be lethal to the
rget. Radar range refers to the detection capability of the
dar. Aircraft range is the operational radius for the air-
aft and not the maximum ferry range or one way capability,
k. Squadron
A collection of geographically close aircraft that
avel together or perform the same type of mission.
1. Task Force
A collection of geographically close naval vessels
at travel together or perform some mission (task).
5. Commands In The Query AF Subsystem
a. Important Query Commands
These commands form the backbone of the actual
uery" function of the Query AF subsystem. They allow the user
extract the information s/he needs from the database, and to
ecify how s/he wants it formatted.
(1) Find (All)...
The Query AF command "Find" enables one to
rectly enter the following records:
a. Aircraft: Find (all) Aircraft (with):
b. Airfields: Find (all) Airfields (with):
c. Class: Find (all) classes (with):
i. Missiles: Find (all) Missile (Installations) (with):
9. Naval vessels: Find (all) Naval (vessels) (with):
f. Platforms: Find (all) Platforms (with):
g. Ports: Find (all) Ports (with):
h. Radars: Find (all) Radar (Installations) (with):
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Data within each of the above records can be
her discriminated based on the use of any of the following



























Threat ( to) :.. .Interceptor Threat to Aircraft, Surface to
Threat to Aircraft, Radar Threat to Aircraft, Conventional
Attack Threat to Airfield, Nuclear Air Attack Threat to








An example of the above: Find (all): aircraft
h): airfield location (user names the airfield).
(2) List




3. Threat (to) :.. .Interceptor Threat to Aircraft, Surface
Air Threat to Aircraft, Radar Threat to Aircraft, Conventional
r Attack Threat to Airfield, Nuclear Air Attack Threat to Air-
=ld, or Surface to Surface Nuc/Con Threat to Airfield.
b. Current (values for field)
Diagrams




The Query AF command "Show" is the most versa
-
le command. It allows the user to interrogate the database















o . The ( one )
p. Unknown (platform)
q. US (platforms)
r. Threat ( to) :.. .Interceptor Threat to Aircraft, Surface to
c Threat to Aircraft, Radar Threat to Aircraft, Conventional
r Attack Threat to Airfield, Nuclear Air Attack Threat to
rfield, or Surface to Surface Nuc/Con Threat to Airfield.
s. Collection (of ):.. .Aircraft (located at airfield), Naval
sssels located at port), Radars (assigned to sector), or
ssiles (assigned to unit).
To the casual observer, the Find and Show commands
pear to be very similar. This is not the complete case. The
llowing clarification is thus provided.
The Find command is a broader more general
mmand that addresses all elements of the specified category
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Lrcraft, airfield, naval vessel, missile, radar, class, or
atform). It is designed to select the category and then
rther discriminate (one or more times) within the category.
The Show command is more specific. The user
afforded a direct access to individual elements of the category
can print out the entire category. The following queries
ghlight the differences:
3. If the user wants a specific element of the category
yal vessel, such as the Kiev.
nd (all) C: Naval vessels (with) C: Name C: Equal (to)
OQ : Kiev
dw C: Naval vessel T/QQ ' Kiev
d. If the user wants a specific class within the category
ass, such as Hercules class.
nd (all) C: Classes (with) C: Name C: Equal (to) T/jTJ:
rcules
dw C: Class T/00 : Hercules
te, either command will get the same answer, the Show command
just faster because it assumes you know specifically what
u want.
3. If the user wants the names of all airfields.
nd (all) C: (cannot be obtained by the Find command)
ow C: Airfields OK/C
:
i. If the user is not specifically certain of the elements
volved, the Find command is used. If the user was interested
all USSR aircraft within 500 kilometers of your position.
nd (all) C: Aircraft (with) C: Flag C: Equal (to) T/Ta] :
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OK/C: And C: Within T/[A] : 500 C: Kilometers (of) C:
OK/C:
ow C: (cannot be obtained by the Show command)
b. Position and Distance Manipulation Commands
These commands deal with the absolute and relative
ographical positions of the platforms in the database
ncluding the user himself),
(l) Compute. .
.
The Query AF command "Compute" provides two
thods of relating the positions of two platforms in the data-
se. The first provides the physical distance between the
atforras and the relative bearing of the first with respect to
e second. The second method yields the time required for the
o platforms to be brought together.
a. Distance: Compute Distance to position ( LA TLONG ) . .
.
b. When the time relation is chosen, the motion of the plat-
rms is prompted for. The user must select one of the three
tional possibilities:
The first platform moving toward the second with the second
ationary.
The second moving toward the first with the first stationary.
Both moving toward each other,
the fourth possibility is chosen (both moving away from each
her) a system error will be generated.
c. New: Compute New (position at distance) NTJM (and bearing)
M (from old position) LATLONG.
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(2) How (far is platform) (from) in
The Query AF command "How" (far...) determines
distance and bearing of one platform with respect to another,
he time that would be required for them to effect a
ezvous.
(3) My (position is) LATLQNG OK
The Query AF command "My" allows the user to
fy his position ("Where" reports current position).
ONG - a geographic position is entered into Query AF as 3-5
ts followed by N or S to represent latitude, followed by
ptional slash, followed by 3-5 digits and E or W to represent
itude. N/S/E/W can be capitalized or not. Space characters
not be embedded in a LATLONG. Failure to follow this conven-
will result in rejection of the input and the printing of
rror message.
(4) Put (craft) Name (at port/airfield)...
The Query AF command "Put" relocates a
ified platform at a specified port/airfield. The user thus
not have to explicitly know the port/airfield's LATLONG.
(5) Where (am I) OK
The Query AF command "Where" reports the user's
tion (specified when s/he entered Query AF, or respecified
he "My" command). This position is also used as the




c. Opcon and Task Force /Squadron Manipulation Commands
These commands reflect the task force structure or
ladron structure; the user can use them to create, augment,
)lete or terminate task forces/squadrons or to show operational
ltrol for a platform.
(1) Assign. .
.
The Query AF command "Assign" brings a given
itform under the operational control of a specific Unit,
•field, or Port. In addition, this command provides a synonym
^ability so that a specific platform (such as the FISHBED
•craft) can also be referred to by a synonym (such as Mig-2l).
Command: Assign Command to platform/class NAME.
i. Synonym: Assign Synonym NAME to platform/class NAME.
(2) Deassign. .
.
The Query AF command "Deassign" works in
josition to the "Assign" command.
(3) Attach (opcon) OPCON (platform) NAME (Finished?)
Yes OK
The Query AF command "Attach" changes the oper-
.onal control of one or more specified platforms.
(4) Detach (opcon),..
The Query AF command "Detach" works in opposition
the "Attach" command.
(5) Disestablish (task force/squadron) OPCON OK
The Query AF command "Disestablish" abolishes





The Query AF command "Establish" establishes
oups of platforms to form a task force and/or squadron.- See
so "Disestablish".
(7) Include in (task force/squadron (platform)
inished?) . . .Yes
The Query AF command "Include" adds one or
re specified platforms to an existing task force/squadron.
= "Remove".




The Query AF command "Remove" works in
position to the "Include" command. See "Include",
d. Label and Subdatabase Reference Commands
These commands help the user to enter queries more
ficiently by allowing one to refer concisely to a group of
atforras and to reduce processing requirements by restricting
arches to a small subsection of the whole database.
(1) Drop (label) LABEL OK
The Query AF command "Drop" removes a label
ora a group of items. See also "Label" and "Use Group".
(2) Label (these) LABEL OK
The Query AF command "Label" assigns a label to
subset of the database. The "Use Group" command allows




The Query AF command "Of" is the elliptical
ference command, which allows the subset of the database
fined by a preceding SHOW or FIND command to be used as the
babase for the next command, thereby minimizing processing
i user keystrokes.
(4) Use (as database). .
.
The Query AF command "Use" allows the user to
5cify a new file or previously labelled part of a file as the
sabase for further queries.
3. File: Use (as database) File NAME (what is your position?)
d. Group: Use (as database) Group (labelled) LABEL OK
;. Original: Use (as database) Original (file) (What is
xr position?) LATLONG OK
1. Whole: Use (as database) Whole (file) OK
e. Explicit Database Alteration Commands
These commands allow the user to explicitly create
1 delete records and groups of records, and to change the
itent of information fields of existing records.
(1) Add...
The Query AF command "Add" adds new platforms
1 data to the database. The system prompts for information
»lds to be explicitly provided by the user. The platforms and
;a eligible for addition includes:
3. Aircraft











10. Combat radius (km)
11. At Airfield
Airfield




5. Runway length (in meters)
6. Class

























10. Maximum Range (km)
11. Port Location
Ports





















9. Maximum Range (km)
10. Sector Assignment
i. Weaponry (to aircraft or naval vessel)
1. Gun (number/type mm separated by commas)
2. Bomb Capacity in Kg
3. Missile (number/type ram separated by commas)
4. Rocket (number/type ram separated by commas)
(2) Change. .
.
The Query AF command "Change" changes indivi-
al parameters of an individual platform. The user must specify
Lch fields s/he wishes to change. As always, alternatives may
portrayed through the use of "?":
a. Aircraft: Change aircraft NAME (Specify parameter (s) to
changed)
.
b. Airfield: Change airfield NAME (Specify parameter(s) to
changed)
2. Missile: Change missile NAME (Specify parameter (s) to be
anged)
.
1. Naval vessel: Change naval vessel NAME (Specify para-
ter(s) to be changed).
2. Port: Change port NAME (Specify parameter (s) to be
anged)






The Query AF command "Delete" removes one or
re specified items from the database:
a. Aircraft h. Naval
b. Airfields i. Platforms
3. Changes (to data...) j. Ports
i. Classes k. Radar
2. Diagram (labelled) 1. Synonym
f. Group (label) m. Threat (Type)
5. Missile
f. Database Housekeeping Commands
These commands help the user to keep the database
3y and efficient: Housekeeping functions include insuring the
ternal consistency of the database, incorporating changes into
2 permanent database (or discarding them), and inverting the
babase on a specified field, to speed up searches based on
Ls field.
(1) Discard (changes to database) OK
The Query AF command "Discard" restores the
tabase to its state immediately following the last "Update"
nma nd
.
(2) Invert (database on field) FIELD OK
The Query AF command "Invert" inverts the data-
3e on a specified field, minimizing time for future data
irievals based on that field.
(3) Update (database permanently) OK
The Query AF command "Update" incorporates into
b permanent database any changes made during the current




The Query AF command "Verify" allows the data-
ase to be verified for data consistency, e.g 9 the speed of a
Latforra must not exceed the maximum speed.
g. User Interface Modifying Commands
These commands allow the user to tailor some super-
Lcial (but not unimportant) properties of the Query AF interface
i ones desires.
(1) Alter...
The Query AF command "Alter"
a. Expansion: Alter expansion (of search criteria to) Off/On OK
b. Herald: Alter Herald (to) Long/Short OK
ie Query AF command "Alter Herald" allows the user to set the
absystem herald (which appears on the left when the system is
=ady for a new command) to "QueryA" (long) or simply "Q" (short).
c. Label: Alter Label (display to) Off/On OK
d. Prompting: Alter Prompting (level to) Full/None OK
ie Query AF command "Alter Prompting" allows the user to
Liminate the NLS indigenous prompts such as:
C: indicating that a command is expected.
T/A: indicating that text (such as platform name) is expected.
OK: indicating that a confirm (return or /CR^ ) is expected.
e. Recognition: Alter Recognition (mode to) Terse/Verbose OK
ie Query AF command "Alter Recognition" allows the user to
pecify whether the system should wait until the characters have
jen typed before attempting to recognize the command, or merely
3it until sufficient characters have been typed to allow
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sambiguation. The user should note that if more than one
mmand begins with the same letter, a space character must be
ped preceding the first letter of some commands to resolve the
biguity. Any command preceded by "<>" in the list of possible
mraands printed by the system in response to a typed ? must
ve a space typed before the first letter of that command.
f. Search: Alter Search (status to) Off/On OK
g. Trace: Alter Trace (of search to) Off/On OK
(2) Output (these to) Destination OK (Display
rmat?) FORMAT OK
The Query AF command "Output" sends the contents
the database to a file or line printer. This command is
tal to the message handling of query results. Once the results
the query have been placed in a file, the user can then enter
e normal TENEX system for message handling. By utilizing the
ontrol B" the file can be incorporated into the message. This
le may also be FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to other locations.
(3) Print (description of Query AF) OK
The Query AF command "Print" prints a description
the Query AF subsystem at the user's terminal. This is the
me description offered to the user when he first enters the
ery AF subsystem.
h. Universal Commands Available in All NLS Subsystems
(1) Execute
The universal command "Execute" is not implemented
Query AF and should not be used.




The universal command "Help" is accessed by
ping <CTRL-Q> , not "Help".
(4) When In Doubt Type ?
One of the nice features of NLS is that the user
/ type ? at any point and a list of alternative commands will
presented. Pick from this list, as NLS will not respond to
7 other alternatives. Note that a ? inserted while inputting
ct (such as a platform name or type) will be treated as text.
you desire to reconsider a command, type a <^CTRL-X^ and
art over again.
i. TENEX Executive Commands
L. <CTRL-A*^ deletes the last character (standard TENEX usage).
2. <£TRL-W> deletes the last word (standard TENEX usage).
3. ^JTRL-X^ deletes the command presently being typed in
tandard TENEX usage). Use this command if you are uncertain
at you have already entered and are concerned about the
^sequences.
%. <CTRL-Q> stops printout (as in SHOW) (standard TENEX usage).
5. ^CTRL-C^ a real no no — this command will lead the user
bo trouble as it will cause the system to leave NLS and go back
to the TENEX EXEC. The character @ will appear as a herald on
2 beginning of the next line. Please type CONT to get back
bo NLS. If you desire to exit Query AF, please type the letter
and respond to the subsequent interrogation of "Do you want




V. SELECTED DEMONSTRATIONS OF QUERY AF CAPABILITIES
QUERY AF FUNCTIONALITY
The Query AF concept was intended to be functionally applicable
the Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) level or Allied Tactical
r Force (ATAF) level within the NATO realm. It is at these
vels where automation can contribute significantly to the flow
information, perform intelligence fusion functions, and improve
ttle management techniques. The lower levels such as the
ctical Unit Operations Center (TUOC) and Combat Reporting
nters (CRP) would be linked to the system and as such be con-
ibutors and receivers of pertinent information.
A schematic diagram of a hypothetical NATO system is depicted
Figure 5. Referencing the figure, the ATAF level would have
e Query AF operating program supporting their Operational and
timate intelligence functions. The host computer may or may
t be co-located. A single host computer could be located at
e AFSOUTH (Allied Forces South) level. ARPANET type connections
uld be established throughout the system.
Intelligence data inputs could be received from all levels:
gher (AFSOUTH and SHAPE), lateral (6ATAF or 4ATAF) and lower
UOCs, CRCs, etc.). The Query AF operator would receive and
ke appropriate action on the messages according to their
ecedence (see Figure l).
The Query AF program would significantly expedite the flow
















































s threat. .The larger labor force required to support the
svious manual program could be better utilized for other tasks.
The remainder of this chapter serves as a self-guided demon-
ration of Query AF. The directions assume no prior knowledge
computer techniques; however, it is suggested that the user
ve available for use or review Chapter IV, part A - Query AF,
ction 5 - Commands in the Query AF Subsystem, before proceeding
Please note the following:
1. Throughout the demonstration the ACTUAL alphabetic keys
ruck are in CAPS and underlined; all numbers are keystrokes,
i user inputted carriage returns and spaces denoted by <CCR/>
i <SP)> , respectively. ^CTRL-key^ indicates to hold the
ntrol key simultaneously with the striking of the key indicated
the brackets. Computer responses are in quotes "".
2. When in doubt as to what to enter, type ?. A list of
ternative commands will be presented. Pick from this list, as
s program will not respond to any other alternatives.
3. <J)TRL-X^ deletes the command presently being typed. Use
is command if you are uncertain what you have already entered
i are concerned about the consequences.
4. Do not type ^CTRL-C^ unless instructed. This ccmmand
11 lead the user out of the Query AF program and into TENEX
EC. If this occurs, the @ sign will appear as a herald on the
ginning of the next line. Please type CONT <CR)> to get back
to Query AF.
5. If at any time you desire to exit, refer to the logout
mmands. This tutorial assumes that the user of Query AF does
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t have the system available locally and must connect his
rrainal to a remote computer system which has the program
ailable. The connection is made using the telephone, via the
PANET, to link the user's terminal and the computer. It is
rther assumed that the special line processor necessary to
pport the graphics terminal is also not available. With the
ove in mind, the following directions are restricted to users
th a telephone connection to an ARPANET TIP. Instructions to
e user are in capital letters throughout the demonstration.
TERMINAL CONNECTIONS AND LOGIN COMMANDS
Successful LOGIN cannot be accomplished without prior
owledge of Query AF's protection password. The password can
obtained from Dr. G. K. Poock, Naval Postgraduate School,
nterey, California, or Dr. J. Schill, Naval Ocean System
nter, San Diego, California. If you have obtained the password
oceed with the following instructions.
UG THE POWER CORD OF YOUR TERMINAL INTO A 110 VOLT OUTLET.
T THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ON YOUR TERMINAL:
Power : On
Speed : ' 30
Mode : Full (Duplex)
Mode : Std (Terminal mode)
Parity . : On (Error reset)
Parity : Even
AL THE NUMBER FOR THE TIP (TERMINAL INTERFACE PROCESSOR).
STEN FOR A HIGH-PITCHED SOUND.




Jote: A busy signal or ringing for more than six times is an
isuccessful attempt at making a connection. Hang up and try again.)
Is*.
The TIP should respond with its location. For example, at
te Naval Postgraduate School TIP you receive: "NPS TIP 420 #: 1".
TE,
>^SP]>ll6<CR^ (remember, the <6p^ symbol represents a space.)
The @ is the symbol to tell the ARPANET that a command follows,
le o is the command to open a connection to a computer. The 116
i the address of the computer at ISI.




)pen" (This may or may not be followed by a series of messages
) the general user regarding the status of the system.)
\
n (The @ sign indicates the computer is ready for the next
immand. )
TE,
)G<£p>QUERYAF<ESC>"( password)" <$SC> " (account ) " <CR>
Fote: The user must provide the protection password.)
The computer response will be the awarding of a job number.
>r example - "JOB 27 on TTY140 8-Mar-79 21:34". The "@" sign
.11 also appear as the herald to the next line after the job
•intout.
:pe,
jS^CR> (This will enter you into the NLS system)
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The printout will be "Ident «"
PE,
F<CR>
The computer will now go through a series of responses
3igned to pull in the necessary programs to run Query AF. No
3ponse is required to these returns so just watch. Eventually
» printout will ask if you would like a description of Query
This question must be responded to with a y for yes or n
r no, A yes will provide a lengthy description of Query AF
i then return you to the same point had you typed no.
PE,
3" <CR>
The computer will now ask,
nat is your position? (Default is Naples)) T/QQ:" Your
sponse to this should be a ^?R^ . This will automatically set
or position in Naples, the Headquarters for the Air Force of
2 Southern Region of Europe. As one becomes more proficient,
individually selected set of coordinates may be used instead
the <CR>.
PE,
ft) The system response should be,
uery, DatabaseAF.NLS;22"
JERYA C:" This Indicates you are now logged into Query AF
1 ready to start querying the database. Note: "QueryA C:"
Duld appear as the herald for the start of each new command,
ould you ever receive the M@" herald, you have inadvertently
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back into the TENEX EXEC and must type CQNT<ESC><CR> to
iack into the Query AF program.








IG<SP> QUERYAF<ESC> " (PASSWORD) " ^ESC> " (ACCOUNT) "^CR>
## on TTY140 #-DATE-79 Time"
fT«" QAF<CR>
1 C: Simulate (Terminal Type) C: Ti (Terminal) OK:"
! C: Goto (subsystem) C: Programs OK:"
: C: Delete C: All (programs in buffer) OK:"
r C: Load C: Program T/DCJ: load3"
ling User Program"
t Execute via RUN PROGRAM Comma ndUSE GOTO SUBSYSTEM Command"
Ling User Program"
iystem L0AD3 Now Available (Attached)"
r C: Quit OK/C:"
: C: Load C: Novice (QueryAF) OK:"
1 is Version #.# of Query dated ##-date-79."
you want a Description of QueryAF?) C:" N "0K:" <CR>
it is your position? (Default is Naples)) T/flfl :" <CR>
•y, DatabaseAF.NLS;22"




Before initiating commands it will be beneficial to the
ier to review some basic features of Query AF.
1. TREE Structure :
Query AF and NLS both operate on somewhat of a tree type
;ructure. This enables the user to obtain a large amount of
tneral information from the top of the tree and more specific
lformation by moving down through the tree. To stop the flow
" output at any time, simply type ^CTRL-C^ (this is the
>ntrol key and key simultaneously). Also note <CTRL-X^
>orts a command.
Note once again, CAPS and underlining indicates the
ter's input and the quotes the program's output.
For an example of large amounts of general data from
le top of the tree and to demonstrate the stop command,
TE,




)K/C : " <CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>




For an example of the abort command,
te,
'how C:'VSP>AL "1 (platforms) OK/C : " <CTRL-X>
iueryA C:" returned to start the next command.
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For an example of specific information extraction from
lower levels of the tree,
t
d (all) C:"<§P>A"ircraft (with) C:"F"lag C:"E"qual (to)
J
:" UR<CR>
'C:"A"nd C:"C"lass C:"E"qual (to) T/Qfl t
"
Farmer C <CR>
C: MA"nd C:"W"ithin T/pQ: " 500<CR>
K"ilometers (of) C:"M"e OK/C:" <CR>
splay format?) C:"S"hort 0K: M <CR>
onse will be a listing of those aircraft, in the database,
sfying the requested criteria.
2. Structured Commands and Prompting
The Query AF commands approach that of a structured
et of English. Each command is also prompted so the user
always be certain of what inputs the computer required next
ew the commands in part one in light of the following:
indicates that a command is expected.
]: indicates that text (such as platform name) is expected.
indicates that a confirm (return or ^CR") ) is expected.
: indicates a confirm or additional command is expected.
If at any time the user is uncertain of the options
lable, s/he simply types ?. A list of current alternatives
be presented. Pick: from this list, as the program will not
ond to any other alternatives.
For example,
;d (all) G: M ?_






lueryA C:"S"how C:" ?
list of current alternatives for the Show command are printed.
PE,
TRL-X>
Since both FIND and SHOW are the most widely used commands,
may be beneficial to extract 3nd save the current list of
ternatives until one is more proficient.
Note: within the Query AF program, <*> indicates a space
required. Any command preceded by <^ in the list of possible
mmands printed by the system in response to a typed ? must have
space typed before the first letter of that command.
Query AF provides a variety of display formats. This
ables the user to select the degree of detail for the output.
rrent alternatives include:
bular - Only the platforms NAME
ort — NAME, TYPE, FLAG, POSITION
dium — All of the above with the rest of the platforms dynamic
characteristics such as unit assignment
ng All of the above plus its class characteristics such
as weaponry, size, etc.
.mmary - Provides total number of elements by TYPE
aphical - You must have a line processor for graphics. Not
possible for this demonstration
For example,
'PE,
how C:"P"latform T/fA] ; "Kiev<SR>
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Display format?) C:" ?
lurrent Alternatives are:
Graphical None Summary
Long Short CTRL-Q : HELP
Medium Tabular CTRL-S : SYNTAX"
TE,
ong 0K: M <CR>
The printout will be the long format. If you like,
ipeat the same command but with a different display format.
USER'S POSITION
The WHERE and MY commands report or modify the user's posi-
.on. This position is used as the reference for database
immands such as "show all aircraft within 200 kilometers of
•
TE,
here (am I?) 0K:" <:CR>
:ou are at 4053N01417E in the ATLANTIC: Data base is file
iUERYAF> Da ta ba se# . NLS
. # . "
Now that you know where you are, change your position by
rping,
'y (position is) T/ QQ ;
"
4602N01236E<CR)
rou are at 4602N01236E in the MEDITERRANEAN : Da ta base is file
^UERY) Da ta ba seAF . NLS .# . "
MOVEMENT OF PLATFORMS
The PUT command enables the user to place a dynamic element
ich as a naval vessel or aircraft at a specific port or airfield
id change the element's position explicitly without requiring the




3P>PU"t (Type of era ft)C : "A"ircraft T/fA] : " FISHBED<BP>J<CR>
(at)C:"A"irfield T/jTJ : " PAPA<CR>
Several craft with NAME = FISHBED J."
L NAME-FISHBED J AT AIRFIELD SARMELLEK FLAG=HU
I NAME-FISHBED J AT AIRFIELD SARMELLEK FLAG-HU
3 NAME=FISHBED J AT AIRFIELD TASZAR. . . .FLAG=UR "
Snter number of desired record:" 2 "OK"
,
ADDITION OF NEW DATA




Field(s) may be specified as unknown -- UNK)"
Name=) T/pfJ : " FLOGGER<CR>
Flag—e.g., US=) T/QQ : " UR<CR>
Class-) T/(TJ:" FLOGGER<SP>D<^CR>
Category-) C:" <S?>FI "ghter -Bomber OK:" <CR>
Type--e.g., FDA = ) T/QJ : " FGD<CR>
Tail number-) T/OQ:" UNK<CR>
Position*) T//XJ:" 4722N01732E<CR>
Bearings) T/QTJ : " 000<CR>
Speed=Km/Hrs) T//A] : " 000<CR>
Combat radius(Km)=) T/QQ : " 1125<CR>
Airfield Location-) T/(a]:" PAPA^CR>
3UERYA C:" ready for next command
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The ADD command can also add dimensions /weaponry to a class.
STPE,
"dd C: "Dimensions (to class) T/(TJ : " FLOGGER<SP>D<CR>
(Field (s) may be specified as unknown—UNK)"
(Length (meters ) = ) T//XJ:" l8.3<CR>
(Width*) ?/££}:" !4.6^bR>
(Depth=) T//£J:" UNK<CR>
2UERYA C:'' ready for next command
STPE,
"dd C:"W"eaponry (to) C: M A"ircraft (class) T/Qfl:" FLOOGER^P)P<CR>
(Guns : number /type mm separated by coramas = ) T/[A} : " 0<CR)
(Bombs: capacity in kilograms) T/£XJ:" 1300 <£R>
(Missiles:number/class list separated by coramas = ) T/£aJ :" 0<CR^
(Rockets : number/size list separated by commas = ) T/(J\J : " O^CR^
£UERYA C: M ready for next command
. DELETION OF DATA
The DELETE command enables the user to eliminate unneeded
=cords or elements.
fPE,
"elete C: " P" la tforma T//TJ:" FLOGGER<s£> D<CR>
(Finished?) C:"Y"es OK:" <CR>
5UERYA C:" ready for next command
. LABEL HIGH INTEREST ITEMS
If the user finds s/he is constantly referring to specific
scords, s/he can specify 3 label for the subset of the database
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he is interested in. The user can then utilize the USE
mmand to operate only on this subset with Query AF commands.
PE,
ind (all) C: "<SP> A "lrcraft (with) C: " ^SP>W ithin T/fAj: " 500<£r)
ilometer (of) C:"M"e OK/C:" <CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>
listing of all aircraft in this category will appear.
UERYA C:"L"abel C:"T"hese T/fX] : " IMMEDIATE <SF> THREAT<CR>
UERYA C:" ready for next command
e USE command can now be utilized to query just this subset of
e database. This saves search time.
PE,
se (as database) C:"G"roup (labelled) T/[fJ : " IMMEDIATE<SP)THREAT<CR)
ou are at 4445N01430E in the MEDITERRANEAN; Database is
MEDIATE THREAT portion of file <QUERY> DATABASEAF.NLS j#, which
s been modified since last update or delete changes."
UERYA C:" ready to ask specific questions to this subset of
e database.
PE,
ind (all) C : " <SP>A "lrcraft (with) C:" <SP>NA "me C:"E"qual (to)
'CaI : " fitter4:r>
K/C:" <CR>
Display format?) C:"M"edium OK:" <CR>
listing of all aircraft in this category will be printed. Now
return to the original database.
PE,
se (as database) C:"0"riginal (file) OK:'" <CR>
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dhat is your position?) T/£aJ :" <CR>
du are at 4445N01430E in the MEDITERRANEAN; Database is file
JERY^ DATABA3EAF.NLS;#, which has been modified since last
late or delete changes."
JERYA C:" you have returned to the main database and are
ady to initiate queries against the main database. If the
=r wishes, at a later time, to again query the immediate threat
fcabase, s/he merely Initiates the USE command.
SYNONYMS
A synonym capability is available through the ASSIGN command.
PE,
?>ASSIG"n C:"S"ynonym T/OQ:" MIG-21<CR>
to) C:"P"latform T/EO : " FISHBED<CR>
JERYA C:" ready for the next command
5-21 and FISHBED are now synonymic.
THREAT ASSESSMENT
For the purpose of this demonstration, the following countries
3 considered belligerent: Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, Libya,
Lgaria, Romania, and Czechoslovakia.
PE,
low C:" <SP>THR"eat (to) C: " <£P>A "lrcra ft (kind of threat:)
'I"nterceptor
rhreats to aircraft) T/pTJ : " PHANTQM<CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>
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list will appear of all interceptor aircraft considered to be
threat to the Phantom, based on the Phantom's present position.
e user has the option to move the Phantom to another location
UT command) and recheck the interceptor threat.
To demonstrate the various threats against an airfield,
PE,
how C:" <J5P>THR"eat (to) C : "A"ir field (Kind of threat:) C:
Conventional (air attack threats to airfield) T/EJ : " AVIANO <CR)
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>
list of the conventional threat to Aviano will print.
PE,
how C:" <'SP)THR"ea t (to) C:"A"irfield (Kind of threat:) C:"N"uclear
ir attack threats to airfield) T/£iQ:" AVIANO<CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hcrt OK:" <CR>
list of the nuclear threat to Aviano will print.
PE,
how C:" <J3P>THR"eat (to) C:"A"irfield (Kind of threat:) C:"S"urface
o surface nuc/con threats to airfield) T/Ca}:" AVIANO<CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort 0K: M <OR>
list of the nuclear and conventional surface to surface
reat to Aviano will print.
MESSAGE PREPARATION AND TRANSMISSION
Pertinent data can be extracted from the database, placed in
separate file, then disseminated to higher, lateral, and




how C:" <£P>THR"eat (to) C:"A"irfield (Kind of threat:) C:
"onventional (air attack threats to airfield) T/fAj : " AVIANO<CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>
e air threat to Aviano will print out followed by,
UERYA C:" indicating the system is ready for the next command.
PE,
P>0"utput C:"T"hese (to) C:"F"ile T/£aJ : " THREAT <CR>
Display format?) C:"S"hort OK:" <CR>
UERYA C:" the above data is now located in a file titled threat,
d the system is ready for the next command. In order to send
e threat data, the user must exit the Query AF program and
ter the TENEX message program. To accomplish this,
PE,
oto (subsystem) C:"T"enex OK:" <CR>
" MSG^CR*)
u are now in the message program of TENEX. To send the message,
PE,
ndmsg Confirm " <CR>
" control-N aborts back to MSG "
o (? for help): "(the user should type in the action addressees
enKCH>
c (? for help):" (the user should type in the information
dressees then) ^CR^
ubject:" THREAT<CR>
lessage (? for help):"




(insert file or invoke TECO (F, T, OR ?)?"F")"
(insert file;" THREAT. TXT<CR> (the file has now been
brought into the message)
...EOF)" <CR)






The system will respond to the <£r} by printing all the
idressees and an OK if the message was disseminated. The system
Lll also automatically list that you have new messages. This
rocess appears in the following manner.
\ddressees--OK"
you have new messages"
## Date TO: Addressees Subject (# of characters in Msg)"
Current message is ## of ## messages"
If the user wishes to review the message,
I?E,
"ype "##(the number of the respective message ) ^CR)
The entire message will print out. Note the message was
utoma tically given a date time group. Since the user is still
n TENEX message, s/he must perform the following commands to






YA C:" ready to initiate another command or terminate (LOGOUT).
IDEO DISPLAYS
ideo displays are not possible with this demonstration due
e lack of a line processor. However, for the readers'
nience, figure 6 and 7 have been developed to illustrate
the user would have visualized had graphics been incorporated
rt of the demonstration.
igure 6 commands are:
C: All (platforms) OK/C: Within ((# of Km or Hrs)) T/(TJ
:
pEf> C: Kilometers (of) C: Platform T/£AJ ; Ranger <CR^
lay format?) C: Graphics<CR)C : Short OK: <CR>
igure 7 commands are:
C: Task (force) T/TaJ : TF77<CR>
lay format?) C: Graphical G: Short<CR>
.UIT AND LOGOUT
n order to properly quit the Query AF program and LOGOUT,
OK/C : " <CR>





C:"Q M uit OK/C : " <CR>
,OGOUT<CR>













































































You have now terminated all computer operations. Disconnect




VI. SUMMARY AND EXTENSIONS
Today, computer technology is permitting low cost access to
iels, systems, and databases through the use of interactive
rminals. As these facilities gain flexibility and power, they
sn up new opportunities to emulate real systems quickly, econo-
sally, and yet robust enough to give good "feel". Query AF
presents such an emulation. It was developed over a short
riod of time and at relatively low cost. The program however
squately demonstrates an application of the state-of-the-art
computer technology to a specific problem identified within
2 tactical air force intelligence field. It should be reiter-
»d that the demonstration was not to represent the optimum
Llization of the hardware and software presented.
Query AF, through NLS, emphasizes the human interface capa-
Lities with a structured database. The database was represen-
tee of those Warsaw Fact forces envisioned to oppose the
Lted States Air Force and our North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Lies within the Southern Region of Europe.
A scenario of database inquiry (query) and management was
Dsen from the tactical air force command and control environ-
nt. The format for the commands approached that of a structured
bset of English to simulate the natural use of English in the
r Force intelligence context. Through the use of prompting,
pid data manipulation and assessments were demonstrated
3inst the specially developed Warsaw Pact database. The
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Dgram, as demonstrated, has applicability at the Tactical Air
itrol Center level or the Allied Tactical Air Force level
thin the European Theater.
Query AF integrated with the ARPANET further demonstrates
iew concept in the transmission of information. Such systems
?hlight the feasibility of computer to computer transmission
data and the accessing of data from remote sites.
Query AF as demonstrated was primarily directed towards the
pability to rapidly present, update, assess, and disseminate
* air threat. As such, many of the records and data inputs
; narrow in scope. It should be pointed out that through
3, addition of new records and modifications of existing
3ords C3n be accomplished. Within this context, other appli-
tions of this type of program are foreseen in the areas of





The port database centers around Italy and includes ports
ra adjacent iMediterranean littoral countries. Listings of
or naval bases in the appropriate countries were extracted
m the Almanac of World Military Power Q-9] . Geographic
rdinates were obtained from Jet Navigation Maps and the Encyc































































































The airfield database focuses on the NATO country Italy,
a ted in the Southern Region of NATO. Warsaw Pact countries
resented include Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania
selected portions of the Soviet Union. In addition, the
ntries of Albania, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, and Yugoslavia




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AIRCRAFT, NAVAL VESSELS, RADARS, MISSILES
The database within this area represents examples of the
rsaw Pact forces and other potential forces envisioned to
ssibly oppose the United States Air Force and our NATO allies
thin the Southern Region of Europe. All facts and figures are
classified; as such, they do not necessarily represent the
solute characteristic or performance capability of the respec-
ve platform. Support data and facts were extracted from and
present a composite picture from the following sources: Janes
1 The World Aircraft, Janes Weapon Systems, Janes Fighting Ships,
llery of Soviet Aerospace Weapons, and the Armies of the Warsaw
ct Nations. Specific examples of the data are contained in the
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TYPESCRIPT OF A TYPICAL SESSION
The purpose of this typescript is to demonstrate the
user interface capabilities with the QueryAF data-
base. The typescript represents an actual user
interaction with the database. Some editing has
been performed in order to satisfy thesis paging
and margin requirements.
The first few commands are designed to just orient
the user and demonstrate basic command options
available with QueryAF.







































































C: ; Note that the "</>" preceding some of the above commands
C: ; tell the user that that command must be preceded by a
C: ; space before the first letter of the command is typed.
C: ; Now let us look specifically at the FIND command and
C: ; review the available alternatives.
C: Find (all) C:
Alternatives are:



















































Within ((# of KM...))
<CRTL-Q>: HELP
<CTRL-S>: SYNTAX




































Now that we have reviewed the available commands and
the command structure, the following series of
commands will demonstrate their use and orient
the observer with the database.
Where (am I?) OK:
t 40-53N 014-17E in the MEDITERRANEAN;
is file <QUERY>DATABA3EAF.NLS;46.
Find (all) C: Airfields (with) C: Name C: Equal (to)
pies OK/C:
format?) C: Short OK:
PLES IT AFLD 40-53N 14-17E
SRYA C: ; Note our location is Naples airfield.
ERYA C: Find (all) C: Aircraft (with) C: Flag C
/C:
lsplay format?) C: Tabular OK:










































I will now demonstrate
command to loop back i
and perform a limited
Of (these) C: Show C: Ai
















































FLOGGER PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS=FLOGGER B CAT=FTR TYPE=FDA HUL=6
=OKBA IBN NAFIA PTP=32-50N 13-18E BEARING=000 MCS =2446.0 RANGE=1125
FLOGGER PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS =FLOGGER B CAT=FTR TYPE=FDA HUL=6
=OKBA IBN NAFIA PTP=32-50N 13-18E BEARING=000 MCS=2446.0 RANGE=1125
FLOGGER PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS =FLOGGER B CAT=FTR TYPE^FDA HUL-6
=OKBA IBN NAFIA PTP=32-50N 13-18E BEARING=000 MCS=2446.0 RANGE=1125
FLOGGER PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS=FLOGGER B CAT=FTR TYPE=FDA HUL=6





Note the floggers are all located at a specified airfield.
We can key on this record and find what aircraft are
located at other airfields.
Find (all) C: Aircraft (with) C: Airfield (Location)
ual (to) T/DQ : Tripoli


















































3UERYA C: ; Two of the above aircraft are Soviet so let's take a
5DERYA C: ; more detailed look at those aircraft.
5UERYA C: Of (these) C: Show C: Aircraft T/[A] : Blinder
(Display format?) C: Long OK:
!JAME=BLINDER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS=BLINDER B CAT=BOM TYPE=BMC HUL=6
DPCON-TRIPOLI PTP-32-40N 13-10E BEARING=000 MCS=l480.0 RANGE=1120
uGH=40.5 WIDTH-27.7 DEPTH=5.2 GUNS=0 MISSL=1 ROCKETS =0 BOMBS =0
tfAME=BLINDER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS=BLINDER B CAT=B0M TYPE=BMC HUL-6
)PC0N=TRIP0LI PTP=32-40N 13-10E BEARING=000 MCS=l480.0 RANGE=1120
LGH=40.5 WIDTH=27.7 DEPTH»5.2 GUNS=0 MISSL=1 ROCKETS =0 BOMBS *0
These are Blinder B's carrying air to surface missiles.
To quickly see if they are in range of our position
we use the HOW FAR command.
JUERYA C: How (far is) C: Aircraft T/fTJ : Blinder
(from) C: Me OK:
(in) C: Kilometers OK:
3earing of 187 Degrees at Range of 918 Kilometers.
JUERYA C: ; A quick comparison with the Blinder ' s combat radius
JUERYA C: ; range (1120 km) indicates they are a potential threat.
JUERYA C:
JUERYA C: ; Queries on other platforms are also possible as
JUERYA C: ; demonstrated by the next series of commands.
3UERYA C: Find (all) C: Missile (installations) (with) C: Type C:
Squal (to) T/jPQ : SSM
)K/C: And C: Flag C: Equal (to) T//TJ : HU
DK/C:
(Display format?) C: Medium OK:
^AME=SCUD PLAT=M FLAG=HU CLASS=SCUD A-B CAT=MIS TYPE=SSM HUL=6
)?C0N=4TH BRIGADE PT?=46-04N 18-15E BEARING=000 RANGE=270
tfAME=SCUD PLAT=M FLAG=HU CLASS =SCUD A-B CAT=MIS TYPE=SSM HTJL=6
DPC0N-4TH BRI ADE PTP=46-04N 18-15E BEARING =000 RANGS=270
YAME=SCUD PLAT=M FLAG=HU CLASS=SCUD A-B CAT=MIS TYPE=SSM HUL=6
DPC0N=2ND BRIGADE PTP=47-08N 18-25E BEARING=000 RANGE =270
YAME=SCUD PLAT=M FLAG=HU CLASS=SCUD A-B CAT=MIS TYPE=SSM HUL=6
DPC0N=2ND BRIGADE PTP=47-08N 18-25E BEARING=000 RANGE=270
iUERYA C: Find (all) C: Radar (Installations) (with) C: Within
((# or KM or hrs)) T/£Q : 400
Z: Kilometers (of) C: Platform T/QQ : Aviano
DK/C:
(Display format?) C: Short OK:
BARLOCK HU GCI 46-52N 16-47E
(Bearing of 072 Degrees at Range of 333 Kilometers.)
BARLOCK HU GCI 46-52N 16-47E
(3earing of 072 Degrees at Range of 333 Kilometers.)
FLAT FACE HU GCI 46-15N 17-07S
(Bearing of 084 Degrees at Range of 349 Kilometers.)
Ill

?LAT FACE HU GCI 46-15N 17-07E
(Bearing of 084 Degrees at Range of 3^9 Kilometers.)
CALL KING HU EW 46-50N 17-10E
(Bearing of 074 Degrees at Range of 361 Kilometers.)
[•ALL KING HU EW 46-50N 17-10E







In order to demonstrate the users ability to maintain
the database, the next few commands will ADD a
platform, change its location (PUT command), change
a parameter, verify its position and then DELETE
the platform.
Add C: Aircraft
[Field (s) may be specified as unknown--UNK)
Narae=) T/QQ : Fencer
Flag—e.g. US = ) T/flJJ : UR
Class=) T/DO: Fencer A
Category=) C: Fighter-Bomber OK:
Type--e.g. -) T/DO : FGD
Tail number=) T/fAJ : UNK
Position=) T/DO: UNK
Bearing^) T/DO :
Speed= (KM/hrs)) T/DO : 1700
Combat radius (Km)-) T/DO : 1200
[Airfield location-) T/DO: UNK
JUERYA C: Show C: Aircraft T/DO : Fencer
(Display format?) C: Long OK:
fAME-FENCER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS-FENCER A CAT=FIB TYPE^FGD HUL-UNK
3TP=UNK BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE-1200 LGH-UNK WIDTH-UNK DEPTH^UNK
JUERYA C: Add C: Dimensions (to class) T/DO : Fencer A
Field(s) may be specified as unknown--UNK)
Length (meters)-) T/DO : 21.5
Width-) T/DO : 9.5
Depth=) T/DO : UNK
JUERYA C: Add C: Weaponry (to) C: Aircraft (Class) T/DO : Fencer A
'Field(s) may be specified as unknown—UNK)
Guns: number/type in mm list separated by commas— ) T/DO s 1
Bombs: capacity in Kilograms) T/DQ : 5000
Missiles: number/class list separated by comraas = ) T/BQ:
(Rockets: number/size list separated by comma s = ) T/py : 16
JUERYA C: Show C: Aircraft T/DO : Fencer
(Display format?) C: Long OK:
*AME=FENCER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS=FENCER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=UNK
?TP=UNK BEARING=000 MCS-1700.0 RANGE-1200 LGH=21.5 WIDTH=9.5 DEPTH-UNK
}UNS=1 MISSL=0 ROCKETS-16 B0MBS=5000
JUERYA C: Put (type of craft) C: Aircraft T/DO : Fencer
(at) C: Airfield T/^kJ: Kunmadaras
JUERYA C: Show C: Aircraft T/DO: Fencer
(Display format?) C: Medium OK:
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FENCER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS =FENCER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=UNK
r-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=1200
C: ; Note the PUT command automatically moves the aircraft
C: ; to the designated airfield and applies the correct
C: ; coordinate. Now that we know the operation airfield
C: ; we can change the airfield location parameter from
C: ; UNK to Kunmadaras.
C: Change C: Aircraft T/OQ : Fencer
Lfy parameter(s) to be changed)
Airfield (Location) T/OQ: Kunmadaras
V C: Find (all) C: Aircraft (with) C: Airfield (Location)
lal (to) T/pfJ : Kunmadaras
Lay format?) C: Medium OK:
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING-000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT»A FLAG=HU CLASS-FITTER A CAT^FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS =1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS-FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
^KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING-000 MCS*1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=FITTER A CAT^FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
•KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING-000 MCS =1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS =FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER ?LAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS =FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=10
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE
-450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HTJL=5
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS =1700.0 RANGE=450
FITTER PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS =FITTER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=5
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=450
MAYA PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=MAYA CAT=TRA TYPE=FGT HUL=4
=KUNMADARAS PTP-47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=6l5.0 RANGE=445
MAYA PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=MAYA CAT=TRA TYPE=FGT HUL=4
=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=6l5.0 RANGE=445
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AME=MAYA PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=MAYA CAT=TRA TYPE=FGT HUL=5
PCON=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=6l5.0 RANGE=445
AME=MAYA PLAT=A FLAG=HU CLASS=MAYA CAT=TRA TYPE=FGT HUL=5
PCON=KUNMADARAS PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=6l5.0 RANGE=445
AME=FENCER PLAT=A FLAG=UR CLASS=FENCER A CAT=FIB TYPE=FGD HUL=UNK
PC0N=KUNMADARA3 PTP=47-24N 20-47E BEARING=000 MCS=1700.0 RANGE=1200
UERYA C: ; To delete platforms type,
UERYA C: Delete C: Aircraft T/(T] : Fencer
Finished?) C: Yes OK:
OERYA C: Show C: Aircraft T/£A] : Fencer
Display format?) C: Long OK:



















To speed up data search the user can establish a sub-
database and apply the same QueryAF commands to only the
smaller subdatabase. The next few commands will
establish a subdatabase called southern threat and
perform a series of queries against the database,
then return to the original main database.
Find (all) C: Aircraft (with) C: Flag C: Equal (to)




























































: Label C: These T/pQ : southern threat
: Use (as database) C: Group (labelled) T/fAj
:












































lata base is SOUTHERN THREAT portion of file <QUERY>DATABASEAF.NLS; 46,
rhich has been modified since last UPDATE or DELETE CHANGES.
; All queries will now
; above aircraft.






Display format?) C: Short OK:
fo aircraft with NAME = FISHBED.




Display format?) C: Short OK:
be directed only against the
(with) C: Name C: Equal (to) T/QfJ
:
(with) C: Type C: Equal (to) T/QQ :
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JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-40N 13-10E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-50N 13-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 32-06N 20-18E
JE V LI FGC 31-51N 23-55E
JE V LI FGC 31-51N 23-55E
JE V LI FGC 31-5IN 23-55E
JE V LI FGC 31-51N 23-55E
JE V LI FGC 31-51N 23-55E
JE V LI FGC 31-51N 23-55E
:A C: Show C: Aircraft T/DO : Skytrain
Dlay format?) C: Medium OK:
=SKYTRAIN LABELS =SOUTHERN THREAT PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS =SKYTRA IN
CRN TYPE=TMC HUL=4 OPCON=TRIPOLI PTP=32-40N 13-lOE BEARING=000
296.O RANGE=1200
=SKYTRAIN LABELS =S0UTHERN THREAT PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLASS-SKYTRAIN
PRN TYPE=TMC HUL=4 OPCON=TRIPOLI PTP==32-40N 13-lOE BEARING=000
296.0 RANGE=1200
=SKYTRAIN LABELS=SOUTHERN THREAT PLAT=A FLAG=LI CLA3S=SKYTRAIN
1?RN TYPE=TMC HTJL-5 OPCON=TRIPOLI PTP=32-40N 13-lOE BEARING-000
296.0 RANGE=1200
=SKYTRAIN LABELS =SOUTHERN THREAT PLAT-A FLAG=LI CLASS =3KYTRA IN
rRN TYPE=TMC HUL=5 OPCON*TRIPOLI FTP=32-40N 13-lOE BEARING^OOO
296.0 RANGE-1200
IA C: ; We will now return to the main program.
IA C: Use (as database) C: Original (file) OK:
t is your position?) T/CQ:
are at 40-53N 014-17E in the MEDITERRANEAN;
oase is file <QUER^DATABASEAF.NLS;46,
1 has been modified since last UPDATE or DELETE CHANGES.
fA C : ; The next few commands demonstrate the threat
IA C: ; algorithm of the QueryAF program.
5TA C : ; The first threat will be the interceptor threat






RYA C: Show C: Threat (to) C: Aircraft
Interceptor (threats to aircraft) T/QO
splay format?) C: Short OK:
ailed search of 43 records is 0$ complete; records found
fa r
46-40N 17-08E
077 Degrees at Range of 355
46-40N 17-08E
077 Degrees at Range of 355
46-40N 17-08E
077 Degrees at Range of 355
46-40N 17-08E











(Bearing of 067 Degrees at Range of 404
MER HU FDA 47-22N 17-32E
(Bearing of 067 Degrees at
KER HU FDA 47-22N 17-32E
(Bearing of 067 Degrees at
MER HU FDA 47-22N 17-32E

























The next threat demonstration
sending the Query results to a
C: ; dissemination of the data via
C: Show C: Threat (to) C: Airfield
Nuclear (air attack threats to airfield
splay format?) C: Tabular OK:

























































































EAGLE BEAGLE BEAGLE BEAGLE
EAGLE BEAGLE BEAGLE
UERYA C: Output C: These (to) C: File T//TJ : Threat
Display format?) C: Medium OK:
utput of 7 records beginning.
We will now go to the message mode and
transmit the message. Note the addressees
are pre-prepared and on file.
UERYA C: Goto (subsystem) C: Tenex OK:
ffice-2 Tenex 1.3^.9, Office-2 Exec 1.53.35
MSG
MSG — version of 15 May 1978
Type ? for help, ? # for news
- sndrasg CConfirmJ
[control-N aborts back to MSG^
o (? for help): (insert file: action
..EOF)
c (? for help): (Insert file: info
..EOF)
ubject: Threat Demo
essage (? for help):
he current threat to Aviano Air Base is:
Insert file or invoke editor (F, E, or ?)? f)
Insert file: Threat
..EOF)
his headquarters will provide updates to the above
hen available. ^Z
, S, 1 , carriage -re turn:
CHILL at ISLE — ok
OOCK at ISLE — ok
EHTMAN at OFFICE-2 -- ok
IGEORGE — ok
You have new messages
+55 6 Apr To: SCHILL at ISLE, Threat Demo (870 chrs)
current message is 5^ of 55 messages
.- j The message has now been disseminated. We can review the
- ; message content in the following manner.
.- Type 55
fflsg. # 55, 870 chars)





SCHILL at ISIE, POOCK at ISIE
LEHTMAN at OFFICE -2, BGEORGE
current threat to Aviano Air Base is:
3LE UR BLD 47-20N I8-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
SLE UR BLD 47-20N I8-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
3LE UR BLD 47-20N 18-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
}LE UR BLD 47-20N I8-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
}LE UR BLD 47-20N 18-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
1LE UR BLD 47-20N I8-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
}LE UR BLD 47-20N I8-58E
(Bearing of 071 Degrees at Range of 506 Kilometers.
3 headquarters will provide updates to the above
.1 available.
; We now have the option of returning to the main program
3 typescript has served as a brief demonstration
the user interface capabilities with Query AF.
7 other simple examples could be presented but
1 not be due to limitations of space.
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APPENDIX E - DATABASE EXTRACT
AND
APPENDIX F - QUERY AF PROGRAM
Both the database extract and the Query AF program are in
ccess of several hundred pages. For convenience of reproduction
id distribution, these appendicies have been retained at the
aval Postgraduate School. Individuals desiring greater
lformation should contact Dr. G. K. Poock, Naval Postgraduate
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